
Arrowhead High School
Parent/Guardian Survey 2021 Results Summary

★ Total Responses:  713 (of 3,100 parent/guardians)
★ Approximately 23% return rate

Thank you to those who participated in this survey. The summary information in this document
reflects the thoughts and opinions of those 713 participants.

Disclaimer: Since this survey was not taken by every parent, nor was the survey administered to a
particular number of randomly chosen parents, the results are not to be considered statistically accurate.

Three Areas of Highest Strength
(Percentages may be more/less than 100% due to rounding)

● I understand my child's academic progress.
93.3% strongly agree/agree, 1.2% neutral/don’t know, 5.48% disagree/strongly disagree

● Course offerings and programs offered at AHS meet my child’s needs and interests.
91.6% strongly agree/agree, 2.0% neutral/don’t know, 6.4% disagree/strongly disagree

● Arrowhead’s Enduring Goals align with your beliefs about a high quality high school
education. (1) Prepare students for success beyond high school graduation, (2) Foster a
nurturing, positive learning culture, (3) Communicate effectively, (4) Advance facility
infrastructure & technology to support student learning
89.4% strongly agree/agree, 3.2% neutral/don’t know, 7.4% disagree/strongly disagree

Three Areas of Highest Relative Weakness
(Percentages may be more/less than 100% due to rounding)

● I trust the Arrowhead School Board and the direction it is leading the district.
43.5% strongly agree/agree, 29.6% neutral/don’t know, 26.9% disagree/strongly
disagree

● When my child is struggling with academics they receive the support needed.
68.5% strongly agree/agree, 11.0% neutral/don’t know, 20.6% disagree/strongly
disagree

● When my child is struggling emotionally they receive the support needed.
40.6% strongly agree/agree, 39.9% neutral/don’t know, 19.5% disagree/strongly
disagree



Written Responses
The 142 pages of written comments to open-response questions have been read multiple times
by administrators. We categorized and counted the responses, looking for themes, through a
process designed to provide an objective and accurate summary back to staff.

The summary of each open response item contains representational comments from the
respondents; not all the comments submitted are listed in the summary. When just a few
respondents made a comment of a similar nature, it was not included in the summary. In other
words, each summary theme noted had between 5 - 70 people expressed similar thoughts. The
summary of written response themes is noted in frequency order, beginning with the most
frequently mentioned topic.

Survey Demographics
How many child(ren) at Arrowhead? Indicate their grade level.

1 child 74.6% 9th 29.7%
2 children 23.1% 10th 35.5%
3 children 2.0% 11th 28.9%
4+ children 0.3% 12th 29.2%

How many total years have you had children attending Arrowhead, including this year?
1 - 4 58.2%
5 - 9 33.4%

10 - 14 7.3%
15+ 1.1%



Survey Items and Responses

Opportunity to comment
Summary of the most common themes contributed, in this order of frequency:

● Check grades on Canvas and/or Skyward: (45 similar comments) Regularly check on
Skyward for grades and missing assignments, check on grades a few times per week,
review classes in Canvas and help with homework when needed

● Kids are responsible/independent/self motivated: (45 similar comments) I was more
involved at elementary level, I am not a helicopter parent but involved, our son is
responsible for his own academics

● Communications with children: (38 similar comments) We regularly talk with our child
(ren) about learning/school/grades or missing assignments, discuss grades class
selections and homework, frequently conversations

● Attend school events: (23 similar comments) Attend conferences/open house & other
school events, co-curricular involvement, attend IEP meetings, volunteer at senior party



Opportunity to comment
Summary of the most common themes contributed, in this order of frequency (94 total
comments):

● Yes, prepared: (21 similar comments) My older children who graduated from AHS are
finding success in college because AHS prepared them with high standards and
expectations, educationally provides everything a young adult needs to enter “real life”
whether that’s college or the workplace, right on track

● Not sure: (16 similar comments) My child is a freshman so too early to tell, depends on
which child, too soon to know but seems like they’ll be prepared

● Not prepared: (16 similar comments) My child does not know what they want to do after
high school, late assignment acceptance does not prepare them for real life, inconsistent
expectations, not prepared but based on his choices not Arrowhead



Opportunity to comment
Summary of the most common themes contributed, in this order of frequency (47 total
comments)

● Using Skyward or Canvas: (16 similar comments) Best way to understand progress is
by checking Skyward or Canvas, need parent tutorials on Canvas, I want more
consistency between teachers in Canvas, Skyward is a great tool

● Communications: (5 similar comments) Emails or calls with/from teachers about
progress or lack thereof, know best about progress through teacher notes/emails, my
child and I communicate often about progress

● Parent Conferences: (5 similar comments) Love freshman and junior conferences,
parent-teacher conferences are the best way to understand progress



Opportunity to comment
Summary of the most common themes contributed, in this order of frequency (75 total
comments)

● Large variety of courses: (23 similar comments) Happy with the variety of opportunities
for my child, many options in various departments, many options to cover most interests
and needs, this is a strength at Arrowhead, every type of course needed is offered

● Need more courses: (22 similar comments)  Other districts have more trade courses,
need more AP courses, courses are archaic- AHS should be more robust in offerings, it
depends on the child of courses are adequate

● College credit: (10 similar comments) Would like opportunity for more dual enrollment
opportunities, want more college credit earning courses



Opportunity to comment
Summary of the most common themes contributed, in this order of frequency (74 total
comments):

● Too much technology: (21 similar comments) Technology is emphasized too much, is a
distraction to kids, relied on too much, phones should be kept out of schools

● Inconsistent technology benefits: (12 similar comments) Inconsistencies with use of
technology (by teacher/department) is not beneficial for students, technology is useful
tool when used correctly, I am not a fan of Canvas

● Not enough technology/virtual learning: (8 similar comments) Include more virtual
options, there is no live virtual option when kids have covid this year



Opportunity to comment
Summary of the most common themes contributed, in this order of frequency (122 total
comments):

● Accessibility varies by staff member: (44 similar comments) Depends on the teacher,
some yes and some no, some very responsive but not all

● Yes, very accessible and helpful: (30 similar comments) Teachers are prompt, helpful
teachers, proactive help from staff, 95% of the time yes,  most respond in a timely
manner, if I can get my kids to ask for help teachers are very responsive

● Not seeking extra help: (24 similar comments) Not applicable, my child reports doesn’t
need/seek help, not comfortable asking for help, my child has not mentioned reaching
out for assistance

● No, not accessible for questions/help: (22 similar comments) Teachers take too long
to respond to emails, a few over the years have not responded to parent emails, some
staff are accessible but most aren’t



Opportunity to comment
Summary of the most common themes contributed, in this order of frequency (84 total
comments):

● Yes, enjoys school: (13 similar comments) One child does and one did not, not many
complaints, seriously enjoys it!, likes the social aspects but workload is too high, she
loves Arrowhead

● Social issues involved: (13 similar comments) Social/friends make it non-enjoyable,
my child feels alone at times, challenging with how large it is, he doesn’t fit in

● Enjoys the co-curriculars: (6 similar comments) Enjoys the activities/school functions,
strong extracurricular opportunities offer, many clubs offered for student involvement



Opportunity to comment
Summary of the most common themes contributed, in this order of frequency (78 total
comments):

● Strong selection of sports and clubs: (23 similar comments) Arrowhead has
numerous clubs/activities to engage all students, AHS is phenomenal in this department,
something for everyone

● Co-curriculars are too competitive: (22 similar comments) Sports are too competitive,
child was cut from musical performance, lots of offerings but also lots of cutting, hard for
my child to balance challenging academics and time commitment needed for sports

● Not enough offerings: (12 similar comments)  Certain co-curriculars are desired but not
offered with examples given of:  Equestrian, trap shooting, sailing, orchestra, more
opportunities for singing and performing



Opportunity to comment
Summary of the most common themes contributed, in this order of frequency (70 total
comments):

● Yes, connecting with staff: (49 similar comments) Teachers are amazing, both children
had phenomenal staff, positive relationships with multiple teachers every year, great role
models, pretty special teachers at AHS and so grateful for them

● Not enough connections: (18 similar comments) I’m not sure my child has a
relationship with any staff member yet, a few teachers don’t communicate, some staff
appear disgruntled and uninterested but most actually care, some wonderful and others
have negative attitudes



Opportunity to comment
Summary of the most common themes contributed, in this order of frequency (88 total
comments):

● Yes, socially & emotionally safe: (18 similar comments) Coming from X school
Arrowhead has been refreshing, feels safe, have had no feedback from child about
feeling unsafe, for the most part yes, Arrowhead has done well, great experience so far

● No, not feeling safe: (15 similar comments) My child has been bullied, my child doesn’t
fit in, he only has a few friends, due to the size of school this is difficult, school is
stressful with heavy workload

● Feeling unsafe and targeted: (12 similar comments) LGBTQ community feeling
targeted by students, kids are rude to those who do not “fit in,” Arrowhead continues to
have inclusivity problems, slurs should never be tolerated, too many mean kids,
meanness is tolerated/not dealt with, disappointed so many youth are racist, sexist and
homophobes

● Adults could improve: (5 similar comments)  He says adults/teachers are the ones
bullying him, as a community and school of adults we need to tackle racism, bigotry, etc.,
bullying and politics are making their way into school and school board, parents need to
monitor their kids’ social media behaviors- posts filled with rumors and misinformation



Opportunity to Comment
Summary of the most common themes contributed, in order of frequency (40 total comments):

● Yes, physically safe: (13 similar comments) My child feels physically safe at
Arrowhead, my children have not verbalized that they do not feel safe at school, we left
another district due to feeling unsafe, having police officer there all the time is an
excellent thing, having doors locked and buzz in is a start

● Second-hand observations: (7 similar comments) Have heard that some students do
not feel safe at school, a physical altercation observed made my child feel unsafe,
hallways and study halls are crowded, my child feels unsafe due to world we live in but
not Arrowhead specifically

● Acceptance is lacking: (7 similar comments) Feels uneasy and unsafe because of a
certain individual, verbal harassment directed at students who identify as LGBTQ+,
physically safe but feels harassed related to different political issues

● Driving/parking lots/roadways: (7 similar comments) Driving on campus is hazardous,
parking lot area is absolutely horrendous and mass chaos



Opportunity to Comment
Summary of the most common themes contributed, in order of frequency (108 total comments):

● Bullying/harassment is a big problem: (41 similar comments) Could be some
improvements in Arrowhead’s approaches and disciplinary actions, some students act
entitled and unafraid of facing discipline, bullying at school often goes unheard or
unreported, bullying is a huge issue that starts at the dinner table

● Unaware of bullying issues/discipline practices: (34 similar comments) Haven’t
heard of specific cases and the resulting discipline, not aware of approaches and
discipline practices used, don’t know- rarely hear anything about this topic

● Mishandling of bullying: (14 similar comments) We should have been made aware of
disciplinary action taken against another child, no follow up and treated with a dismissive
tone, misguided approach of sanitizing interactions instead of focusing on mental
strength, school over-reaches and engages in areas they should not be

● Suggestions of ways to improve: (14 similar comments) Take time to re-educate
parents on appropriate student behavior, use more restorative justice as an alternative to
“discipline,” take a stronger stand against bullying by working directly with coaches,
leaders, and staff, I don’t think the school hears about 1/10th of what happens

● Bullying issues handled well: (5 similar comments) As long as students speak up the
issues are handled appropriately, my child’s bullying issue was addressed immediately



Opportunity to Comment
Summary of the most common themes contributed, in order of frequency (141 total comments):

● Could do better with academic supports: (57 similar comments) Teachers do not do
as good of a job as they should with struggling students, obtained a private tutor as an
alternative to help from teachers, support for my child’s 504 plan has been a joke

● Depends on the teacher: (31 similar comments) Some teachers are fully-engaged to
help while others are less willing or do not have enough time to meet before or after
school, in-school tutors are not helpful enough

● Depends on the student: (30 similar comments) My child is not the best at asking for
help, kids need to proactively reach out for help,  the help is there but the student
needed to take responsibility to get it

● Arrowhead doing good job with academic support: (18 similar comments)Teachers'
doors have always been open for my child, teachers are accessible for conferences
outside of the typical times, our daughter was matched with a tutor when needed, doing
a great job with this, students know they can always ask for help from teachers



Opportunity to Comment
Summary of the most common themes contributed, in order of frequency (121 total comments) :

● Arrowhead could improve emotional supports: (45 similar comments)  Disappointed
with the amount of support during online learning, teachers do not take enough time to
get to know students on an individual basis, offer more emotional support services

● Emotional support is strong: (28 similar comments) School counselors are available
and responsive, appreciated the positive support during COVID, my child feels there are
teachers to relate to and trust, emotional support and encouragement from teaching staff
really made a difference, my child worked with a counselor when needed- much
appreciated

● Emotional support belongs in homes: (21 similar comments) My child gets the
support they need from me, he seeks support at home not from strangers at school,
emotional well-being should be handled at home and not in a public education center

● Emotional support has not been needed: (20 similar comments) We know there are
resources available if needed, I feel teachers are mostly supportive but haven’t needed
special emotional support, emotional support has not been needed or sought out, if
needed my child would not seek out this support at school

● Depends on the person: (6 similar comments) Depends on the staff member, depends
on the student, one of my kids may seek support, but the other would not, he does not
like to talk



Opportunity to Comment
Summary of the most common themes contributed, in order of frequency (37 total comments):

● Clean, but needs updating: (17 similar comments) Custodial staff doing as much as
they can considering the aging condition, leaky roofs are unacceptable, needs repairs
but understand because large referendum did not pass

● Some indoor areas are not well maintained: (8 similar comments) Specific areas are
not taken care of with examples provided being:  boys’ bathrooms at South, lunchrooms,
and the banners in the gym

● Some outdoor areas look unkept: (5 similar comments) parking lot/roads are in terrible
condition, parking lot safety and flooding is unacceptable



Opportunity to Comment
Summary of the most common themes contributed, in order of frequency (47 total comments):

● Learning facilities need improvement: (25 similar comments)  Improvements needed
not only for looks but for safety, my sense is that there needs to be upgrades here to be
considered a top school, specific areas need updates with many comments noting the
following areas:  pool, theater, libraries, small classrooms, outdated classrooms, more
collaboration spaces

● Improve or expand programs: (10 similar comments) Examples of programs noted
include:  tutoring opportunities, advanced sciences and languages, theater arts

● Tax payers need to support a referendum: (8 similar comments) Disappointed that
Arrowhead cannot pass a referendum like that of our peer schools districts, the small
referendum recently passed is not enough for what is needed for the upkeep of
Arrowhead’s facilities



Opportunity to comment
Summary of the most common themes contributed, in this order of frequency (82 total
comments):

● Updates are need, lagging behind schools in the area: (58 similar comments)
Lagging behind in this impacts program quality and student enrollment, some sports
have great facilities and others are sorely lacking, facilities need improvement,
Arrowhead will lose appeal if facilities aren’t improved- look at Muskego, Franklin,
Hamilton, Ocon

● Pool is inadequate: (28 similar comments)  Pool in extremely poor condition, need a
new pool, swimming pool is appalling- air quality, no diving, size

● Arrowhead should have a fine arts center: (22 similar comments) Embarrassing
theater at Arrowhead, we need a new larger theater, attention on the arts seems to lack

● Impressive co-curriculars offerings: (9 similar comments) At times the quality of
co-curricular facilities passes academic facilities, too much money on some sports and
other sports deemphasized, so many terrific co-curricular options

● Need space/field house: (8 similar comments) Need a field house- why does everyone
else in our conference have one?, lacking space/facilities when some sports are
practicing in cafeteria and hallways, add artificial turf to benefit many sports and
marching band



Opportunity to comment
Summary of the most common themes contributed, in this order of frequency (65 total
comments):

● Yes, AHS staff have been welcoming: (20 similar comments) Staff members with
whom we have engaged have been helpful and supportive, every time reaching out to
teachers have been warmly received, Absolutely- this year especially!, VERY welcomed
and supported

● Don’t know/Minimal experience: (15 similar comments) Being involved has been
challenging due to covid, too early to tell in school year, haven't met any of my child’s
teachers

● Some welcoming and some not:  (12 similar comments) It really depends who- some
teachers extremely rude while others are great, responses are too slow

● Not welcoming to parents: (11 similar comments) Not welcoming or open to parent
inquiries on curriculum concerns, my concerns are never addressed, felt like teachers
only wanted to see parents of struggling students at conferences



Opportunity to comment
Summary of the most common themes contributed, in this order of frequency (89 total
comments):

● Very proud of AHS: (32 similar comments) We proudly display the “A” on our vehicles,
love to tell people my kids go to Arrowhead, agree other than when kids act out with
racism, bullying or bad sportsmanship, very proud of administration and teachers in how
entire covid pandemic was handled, great school but changes can make it even better

● No, not proud: (28 similar comments) Disappointed and unsure why the stellar
reputation, disrespectful behavior by some parents, too much based on sports, lack of
covid mitigation strategies, leave politics and leftist policies out of schools, improvement
needed when comes to race and other matters of acceptance for all

● Mixed feelings: (23 similar comments)  Proud of some but not of others- some bad
apples ruin the whole bunch, sometimes proud and other times embarrassed by show off
school full of “rich kids,”  lack of urgency addressing bullying, should teach tolerance,
inclusion, acceptance and wish there was more diversity



Opportunity to comment
Summary of the most common themes contributed, in this order of frequency (54 total
comments):

● Laudable mission: (19 similar comments) Administration and most teachers fulfill
mission but some on school board have different agenda, spot on mission, good mission
but don’t feel like it’s carried out by all staff, I don’t think I could ask more from a HS
education

● Contribute to global community: (12 similar comments) Application and preparation
for real world could improve, maybe a good goal but global community no way- Hartland
is a protected bubble, students don’t understand diversity enough, students need more
community collaboration, global and giving back to local community need more
emphasis

● Buzz words/Lack of understanding: (10 similar comments) I don’t know what the
mission really means, what are considered essential skills, it’s not your place- stick to
teaching reading, writing, and math, AHS’s own agendas are getting pushed, just teach
kids the basics and to critically think without any social justice and CRT



Opportunity to comment
Summary of the most common themes contributed, in this order of frequency (55 total
comments):

● Arrowhead goals are strong overall: (30 similar comments) But, need more
focus/work on specified areas - examples provided:

1) Success after high school goal (6 similar comments) Academics only half the
picture also should teach empathy, emotional intelligence, teach practical life
skills, need more focus on diversity, continue focus on areas outside of
college-bound, goal is fine but wokeism and CRT lead to nothing positive, focus
more on basics

2) Nurturing environment goal (11 similar comments) This could use some work,
some classrooms are not positive, some kids don’t feel accepted and nurtured,
big NO to #2, inclusive is missing from this goal

3) Effective communication goal (9 similar comments) Would like more
communication from teachers, many teachers only want to communicate with
kids and not their parents, transparent communication from school board, not
coherent communication or family involvement unless involved with sports,

4) Facility infrastructure and technology goal (5 similar comments) Focus on real
world technology applications, this goal severely lacking, academics fine but
grounds are not, kids struggle with technology



Opportunity to comment
Summary of the most common themes contributed, in this order of frequency (160 total
comments):

● Trust/Leadership/Professionalism need improvement: (39 similar comments)
Collective tenure on the board should be a strength but comes off as complacency,
public should not be allowed to comment, boo, or interact with the board unless it is a
“citizen’s forum,” have attended board meetings and shocked by the unprofessionalism

● Too much politics/group influence: (31 similar comments) Specific board members
have deep political agendas, whole district has become a political pawn and the divide is
causing issues, concerned that schools boards across US face hostile parent groups

● Varying opinions on Critical RaceTheory:  (15 similar comments) This whole CRT and
political-ness of the board has no place in a school board setting, there is not one high
school that teaches CRT yet the energy placed behind proving not teaching it is
absolutely insane, diversity and inclusion should be building blocks not linked to what
political party you belong to, CRT should NOT be part of the curriculum, any teacher
pushing individual agendas should be reprimanded

● Varying opinions on COVID 19 mitigation strategies: (13 similar comments)
Board/admin may have been swayed by politics rather than clear guidelines provided for
COVID health safety, the lack of Covid safety precautions and the decision to make
masks optional affected my trust in the board decisions, the Board has done a wonderful
job managing COVID, a very thoughtful measured approach with maintaining education
quality during Covid

● Tough times but overall positive regard: (8 similar comments) I applaud all of the
School Board members for working on behalf of our children and future leaders, glad the
school has been able to navigate through recent issues



Opportunity to comment
Summary of the most common themes contributed, in this order of frequency (89 comments):

● Positive and Grateful: (15 similar comments) I have complete trust in the
administration, demonstrated immense grace under fire and shown they are true
professionals with the best interests of ALL students in mind, have kept focused despite
certain groups trying to derail the train with false accusations, proud of the Admin team
and I hope they stick around through this mess, I trust what administration and teachers
are doing to prepare our students for the outside world

● Critical Race Theory: (10 similar comments)  I don’t support CRT indoctrination, they
flat out lied about CRT not being in the school, CRT has been implemented among
faculty and pushed into curriculum

● Politics involved: (9 similar comments) I feel that politics are overtaking education, the
parents are extremely political and that seems to tie directly into school administration at
times, administration is pushing their own agenda

● Decision-making issues: (6 similar comments)  Do not like direction administration is
going, not leaders- doing nothing and risking nothing and trying not to be noticed or fired,
administration team should be aligned with the view and beliefs of the majority of the
Parents and community at large



Opportunity to comment
Summary of the most common themes contributed, in this order of frequency (23 total
comments):

● Website should be improved: (6 similar comments) Update the website, links are old
and outdated, needs work- is not user friendly

● Communication suggestions: (6 similar comments) TEXT messages!, use all
strategies, USPS/mail, in-person conferences



Opportunity to comment
Summary of the most common themes contributed, in this order of frequency (61 total
comments):

● CRT: (17 similar comments) I would be very interested to hear about the school’s
thoughts on CRT, CRT has no place in the schools, strongly against the teaching of CRT
at Arrowhead, I can't believe you even have to list Critical Race Theory- It's not being



taught at AHS, why in God's name is CRT even on this list? Arrowhead doesn't cover
CRT in their curriculum

● Politics/Concerns: (12 similar comments) I do not want to "listen and learn" from an
angry group of parents hyped up by news media and political action groups, make sure
politics and beliefs stay neutral, worry these sessions would become yet another political
fight like the school board meetings, is it going to be the truth or what people want to
hear?

Opportunity to comment
Summary of the most common themes contributed, in this order of frequency (212 total
comments):

A significant variety of individual comments were provided with the following three
themes being the most frequently mentioned:

● Opportunities: (22 similar comments) Lots of opportunities for students but gaps for
certain students, the opportunity to be a teenager and make great memories, I am
pleased with the educational opportunities

● Prepared students: (18 similar comments) Arrowhead has prepared them for their future,
I have 2 children that have gone thru AHS and on to college and I know how well
prepared they are, my daughters are receiving a very high quality education that will
leave them extremely well prepared for future success

● Support for students: (16 similar comments) Great school with very caring teachers and
support staff, if a student is really good they will do well there, but if they struggle there is
no support, administration teachers and support staff are amazingly dedicated to every
child succeeding


